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Abstract

This paper tries to address the optimal operation of networked microgrid from the reli-
ability perspective in a correlated atmosphere for the wind generators. The suggested
approach performs based on unscented transformation in the form of a nonlinear pro-
jection and the heuristic method as the optimizer. The proposed structure is arranged as a
complex constraint optimization problem with several targets seeing the varied objectives
such as energy not supplied, system interruption frequency, system interruption duration
and energy losses. Owing to the interrelated natural surroundings of multi-microgrids, it
is a necessity for the microgrids to let the each other access the operation info and with
the central unit. In this situation, it is quite wise to provide a secured construction made
of the blockchain for the assurance of the reliability and adequate security of data sharing
in the microgrids. With the aim of validation of the proposed model, an IEEE standard sys-
tem is considered and divided into four interrelated microgrids with one side connection to
the main grid. The simulation results show the high capability of the proposed framework
for enhancing the operation and reliability indices. Moreover, it is seen that almost 0.6%
and 0.77% additional cost is imposed to the system in the deterministic framework in the
first and second scenarios, respectively.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation and aim

Over the last few years, many disputes have been generated on
providing some worthwhile steps to boost the effectiveness and
efficiency of the power system. Upon hundreds or even thou-
sands of ideas, distributed generation (DG) promoted the con-
cept of power system into a higher level and have triggered
the power system to experience a promising transition. DGs
cover both dispatchable and non-dispatchable units, some of
which are fuel cell, micro-turbine, solar panels, wind turbines
etc. Thanks to the DGs and on the question of mitigating the
problems power system face, most researchers called for greater
idea named microgrid (MG), benefits from the superior advan-
tages of DG units [1]. This unprecedented effort has made
it possible to have a power system with more reliability and
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resiliency and less power loss and operation costs etc. [2, 3].
Apart from the advantages, some challenges have come up with
MGs which need to be dealt with. Having to deal with the secu-
rity, stabilization, protection etc. challenges of MGs, researchers
divided such systems into AC, DC and hybrid MGs, each one
has its own benefits and shortages. MGs operate in both grid-
connected mode and islanded mode. The mean by the islanded
mode is that the MG is responsible to serve its own demand
while it has been disconnected from the main electrical grid.
Along with its protective feature against destructive faults, this
configuration makes the system more complex. Another ben-
eficial structure of MGs is the networked microgrids (NMGs)
which has attracted many attentions. The NMG is basically a
set of MGs interconnected together and are able to support
each individual MG and, in turn, the whole system. Likewise,
each one of the MGs can operate in either connected mode or
islanded mode upon a critical situation under discretion of its
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2 GHOTBABADI ET AL.

operator. The NMG is a supportive structure for the system in
terms of frequency and a protective platform to stop serious dis-
turbances from getting penetrated in the system. However, such
structure makes the operation management complex from the
perspective of the system operator [4]. In the following, some
of the relevant literatures are reviewed and details of which are
provided.

1.2 Literature review

Authors in [5] focused on the energy management of NMGs.
They introduced a wireless communication platform based on
cloud technology aiming to enhance the effectiveness of their
energy management procedure within an NMG on a wide area.
In [6] provided an effective platform based on droop control
for optimal control and management of DG units in an NMG
with the goal of promoting the resiliency and reliability of the
NMG. Authors in [7] represented a model based on rehabil-
itated benders decomposition for economic dispatch of mul-
tiple NMGs. However, authors utilized complex strategies for
supplying their proposed NMGs. An effective reconfiguration
based optimal operation management of NMG is provided in
[8]. The authors used the reconcilability of the studied NMG
to satisfy the objectives related to both the grid-connected and
islanded mode of the NMG in the form of master-slave prob-
lem. Authors in [9] represented an energy management scheme
for a group of grid-connected MGs aiming to reduce the oper-
ation cost of the system by optimal dispatch of renewable and
storage sources. To do so, they formed the main problem as a
multi-objective problem in the form of lexicographic program
for facilitating the problem of prioritizing the MGs in their man-
agement scheme. A mixed integer linear programming model is
developed by authors in [10] for optimal energy management
of NMGs. They also considered the dynamic thermal line rat-
ing model in their problem to eliminate the contingency of the
lines especially during the islanded mode by reconfiguring the
NMG. Authors in [11] pursued the reactive power sharing prob-
lem in an NMG by developing a wireless based control scheme.
By employing virtual impedance controller and local load mea-
surements they claimed that the reactive power sharing problem
is carried out promisingly and the global reactive power shar-
ing error is minimized. In [12], authors introduced an online
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm
for distributed optimal energy management of NMGs face with
high level of uncertainty of DGs. Authors claimed that their
approach showed superior advantages compared to the robust
based method.

Similar approach pursued in [13] where authors used the
ADMM optimization method in a decentralized framework to
handle the energy negotiation between distribution system and
the NMG. Also, the energy management problem in the stud-
ied NMG is formed as a robust model to properly deal with the
uncertainties of the NMG.

The above explanations reveal that the researchers have
carried out ongoing investigations on the optimal operation,
energy exchange and management of the NMGs. These efforts

have been surly accompanied by a proper communication
platform and smart equipment, act as an inseparable and
undeniable complement of today’s power networks. Apart from
the comfort they have brought for the system, these platforms
have turned into an attractive environment for cyberattacks.
These subversive accesses try to penetrate into the system
maliciously, and intent of which is to sabotage the system
and disrupt the system’s performance. As an example, the
department of homeland security of the United States con-
firmed that during 2013–2014, local electric power companies
endured more than 224 cyberattacks, aimed to disrupt both
generation and consumption sides [14]. These facts indicate
that if such stealthy accesses not properly dealt with, they
can cause serious damages to the system. Focusing on the
interrelation of energy management and data security, let us
point out another viewpoint. Many disputes have already been
provided over the energy and data transactions safety in the
microgrids. The multi-microgrids is not an exception, since
they are the body of different agents, generation/consumption
units etc., whose are connected and the necessity of providing
a safety environment for data and energy trading is requisite.
This will pledge the security and safety of data and energy
transactions.

Recently, utilization of blockchain technology for enhanc-
ing the security of data transaction within the power systems
has been investigated by many researchers. Blockchain basi-
cally founded on the cryptographic technology for enhancing
the security of transactions in an environment, in which all
the nodes of the system are responsible to confirm the valid-
ity of the transacted data. Authors in [15, 16] investigated the
blockchain technology to stop the cyber threats, deceits and
decreasing the operation costs of the system. In [17, 18], a secure
data transaction framework is investigated based on blockchain
technology within the smart cities. A hybrid structure as a com-
bination of both centralized and decentralized models based
on blockchain technology is provided in [19] to empower the
basic architecture of data transactions. Authors in [20] pro-
posed a blockchain based concept to provide secure demand
response program for the smart grid. They presented an algo-
rithm to select suitable nodes for validating the data blocks
and adding them to the blockchain. Using blockchain con-
cept, the edge computing and contract theory, the authors in
[21] provided a secure energy trading framework for vehicle-
to-grid technology with the goal of handling the mismatch of
load and supply. Same procedure also pursued in [22]. How-
ever, authors used the consortium blockchain framework for
energy trading among PEVs. Also, many other works attempted
to handle the energy trading issue of smart grids using
blockchain technology among different sections of the smart
grids [23, 24].

1.3 Contributions and necessity of the work

Although many valuable works are provided in the field, there
are still some challenges associated with the NMGs. Investigat-
ing a proper model for the electric vehicles and their related
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GHOTBABADI ET AL. 3

uncertainty as well as the uncertainty associated with renew-
able sources is still a matter of dispute among researchers. The
variability of wind a generation unit and its correlation effect on
the performance of the local wind generators needs an accurate
modelling which has not been well addressed in previous works.
Also, investigating an effective platform for data transactions in
an NMG is not an option but an obligation.

Considering the above explanations, this paper is intended
to give a reliability oriented stochastic operation management
of the NMGs in a correlated environment. The studied NMG
comprises renewable energy sources including wind turbines
and photovoltaic (PV) units which make the system highly
uncertain and need to be properly modelled. Hence, in con-
trary to some well-known methods for uncertainty modelling
including point estimate method, Monte Carlo, scenario-based
method [25] etc., unscented transform (UT) is able to model
the correlation effect between two different uncertain sources
[26]. This paper introduces an stochastic framework based
on unscented transform (UT) aiming to model the uncer-
tainty associated with the electric vehicles, energy prices, load
demands, renewable energy sources and the correlation among
the wind generation units.

The studied microgrids are able to transact energy and data
with each other and the main grid. The main problem is formed
as a multi-objective optimization model which minimizes the
operation costs and some vital reliability indices. The optimiza-
tion problem is solved by flower pollination algorithm (FPA)
as an effective for solving nonlinear multi-objective optimiza-
tion problems [27]. Also, blockchain based data transmission
architecture is provided for the MGs with the goal of enhancing
the security of data trading within the studied NMG. All things
considered, the main contributions of this work are provided as
follows:

∙ Developing a reliability oriented model for optimal opera-
tion management of NMGs in the correlated environment,
imposed by the uncertainty associated with the wind farms.

∙ Since the energy and data transactions’ safety highly matters
in the smart environments, this paper represents a blockchain
based secure data transaction framework aiming to enhance
the security and reliability of data trading within the
NMGs.

∙ Proposing an effective stochastic programming model based
on UT method for modelling the uncertainty related to
the energy prices, load demands, electric vehicles, output
power of renewable energy sources and more importantly,
the correlation effect among the wind generation units
which can significantly affect the performance of the whole
system.

The reminder of the paper is as follows: section II explains
mathematical formulation of the NMGs, section III describes
the blockchain based data transaction framework, section IV is
dedicated to the uncertainty modelling based on UT method,
section V defines the optimization method based on FPA,
results are provided in section VI, and finally the work is con-
cluded in section VII.

2 MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
OF THE NMGS

This section is about to give a proper definition over the mathe-
matical modelling of the NMGs. Firstly the main objective func-
tions are as follows:

2.1 Objective functions

Min F (X ) =

(
CostGrid +Cost Loss +CostDG +CostEV

+CostESS +CostENS + SAIFI + SAIDI

)
,

(1)

CostGrid =

NMG∑
MG=1

T∑
t=1

𝛼Grid
t ,MG

PGrid
t ,MG

, (2)

Cost Loss = C Loss ×

NMG∑
MG=1

Nbr∑
br=1

T∑
t=1

Rbr ,MG
|||I 2

br ,t ,MG

||| , (3)

CostDG =

NMG∑
MG=1

NDG∑
k=1

T∑
t=1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

uk,t ,MG𝛽
DG
k,t ,MG

PDG
k,t ,MG

+C start−up max{
0, uk,t ,MG − uk,t−1,MG

}
+C shut−down max{

0, uk,t−1,MG − uk,t ,MG

}

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,

(4)

CostEV =

NMG∑
MG=1

(
Nev∑

ev=1

T∑
t=1

𝛾EV
ev,t ,MG

PEV
ev,t ,MG

+

Ncycle∑
c=1

C
deg
c,MG

(
DoDi ,DoD f

)⎞⎟⎟⎠ , (5)

CostESS =

NMG∑
MG=1

NESS∑
ess=1

T∑
t=1

𝛽ESS
ess,t ,MG

PESS
ess,t ,MG

, (6)

CostENS = C ENS ×

(
NMG∑

MG=1

Ncus∑
cus=1

Lacus,MGUcus,MG

)
, (7)

SAIFI =

NMG∑
MG=1

(∑Ncus

cus=1

(
𝜆cus,MG × Ncus,MG

)
∑Ncus

cus=1 Ncus,MG

)
, (8)

SAIDI =

NMG∑
MG=1

(∑Ncus

cus=1

(
Ucus,MG × Ncus,MG

)
∑Ncus

cus=1 Ncus,MG

)
. (9)

The above equations define the main objective functions of
the work. Equation (1) shows the summation of the objec-
tive functions which should be minimized and comprises eight
different terms, each one is explained in the following. The
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4 GHOTBABADI ET AL.

objective functions are the cost of power consumption from the
main grid (2), power loss (3), operation costs of the DGs (4),
EVs (5) and energy storage system (ESS) (6), energy not sup-
plied (ENS) cost (7), SAIFI (8) and SAIDI (9) indices, respec-
tively [29]. Each objective function is defined for each MG and
during each hour of the day, which are indicated by subscripts
MG and t, respectively. The 𝛼Grid

t ,MG
is the price of consumed

power PGrid
t ,MG

from the main grid. Also, Rbr is the resistance of
each branch br, Ibr is the current of each branch, Nbr is the total
number of branches, 𝛽DG

k
is the power price of each DG, PDG

k
is the power consumption from each DG indicated by subscript
k, uk defines the on/off status of DG, C start−upand C shut−down

are the start-up and shut-down costs of the DGs respectively,
𝛾EV

ev and PEV
ev are the discharging price and power of the EVs

indicated by subscript ev, respectively. Based on the initial and
final depth of discharge (DoD) within one discharge cycle, total
degradation cost of the EVs C

deg
c can be obtained for Ncycle num-

ber of charging/discharging cycles [26]. In Equation (6), 𝛽ESS
ess is

the bidding price of the ESS and PESS
ess is the power of the ESS.

In addition, C ENS is the cost of ENS, Lacus defines the average
load connected to a load point, Ucus is the annual outage time of
a component, 𝜆cus is the average failure rate of a component and
Ncus is the total number of customers served.

2.2 Constraints

2.2.1 AC power flow constraints

P
b,t ,MG

=

Nbus∑
b=1

||Vb,t ,MG
|| ||Vr ,t ,MG

|| ||Yb,r ,MG
||

× cos
(
𝜃b,r ,MG + 𝛿b,t ,MG − 𝛿r ,t ,MG

)
, (10)

Q
b,t ,MG

=

Nbus∑
b=1

||Vb,t ,MG
|| ||Vr ,t ,MG

|| ||Yb,r ,MG
||

× sin
(
𝜃b,r ,MG + 𝛿b,t ,MG − 𝛿r ,t ,MG

)
. (11)

Equations (10) and (11) represent the active and reactive
injection power at each bus in the load flow process. The con-
straints are defined for each MG and during each hour of the
day, which are indicated by subscripts MG and t, respectively.

In the above equations, Pb∕Qb are the hourly injected
active/reactive power at bus b, Vb and Vr are the voltages of
the buses b and r respectively, Yb,r is the admittance of the line
between buses b and r , 𝜃b,r is the phase of impedance between
buses b and r , 𝛿b and 𝛿r are the voltage phases of buses b and r ,
respectively.

2.2.2 Constraints related to the power sources

P
DG ,min

k,MG
≤ PDG

k,t ,MG
≤ P

DG ,max
k,MG

, (12)

Q
DG ,min
k,MG

≤ QDG
k,t ,MG

≤ Q
DG ,max
k,MG

, (13)

P
Grid ,min

k,MG
≤ PGrid

t ,MG
≤ P

Grid ,max
k,MG

, (14)

Q
Grid ,min
k,MG

≤ QGrid
t ,MG

≤ Q
Grid ,max
k,MG

, (15)

P
ESS ,min

ess,MG
≤ PESS

ess,t ,MG
≤ P

ESS ,max
ess,MG

, (16)

EESS
ess,t ,MG

= PESS
ess,t−1,MG

+ 𝜂chP
ESS ,ch

ess,t ,MG
Δt −

1
𝜂dch

P
ESS ,dch

ess,t ,MG
Δt ,

(17)

E
ESS ,min
ess,MG

≤ EESS
ess,t ,MG

≤ E
ESS ,max
ess,MG

, (18)

P
ESS ,ch

ess,t ,MG
≤ P

ESS ,ch,max
ess,t ,MG

, (19)

P
ESS ,dch

ess,t ,MG
≤ P

ESS ,dch,max
ess,t ,MG

, (20)

where constraints (12) and (13) are related to the output of
the DG units, constraint (14)-(15) are related to the main grid
and (16) corresponded to the ESS. Constraint (17) indicates the
hourly energy of the ESS which depends on the status of the
ESS in previous hour. Constraint (18) points out that the energy
level of the ESS in each hour should be restricted within its
maximum and minimum values. Equations (19) and (20) define
the limit of charging and discharging rate of the ESS due to its
technical restrictions. P

DG ,min
k,MG

/P
DG ,max

k,MG
is the min/max active

power output of DG units, Q
DG ,min
k,MG

/Q
DG ,max
k,MG

is the min/max

reactive power output of DG units, P
Grid ,min

k,MG
/P

Grid ,max
k,MG

is
the min/max active power consumed from the main grid,
Q

Grid ,min
k,MG

/Q
Grid ,max
k,MG

is the min/max reactive power consumed

from the main grid and P
ESS ,min

ess,MG
/P

ESS ,max
ess,MG

is the min/max

power output of the ESS. In addition, EESS
ess is the energy level

of the ESS, P
ESS ,ch

ess /E
ESS ,dch
ess is the charging/discharging power

of the ESS, 𝜂
ch

/𝜂
dch

is the charging/discharging efficiency of the

ESS, E
ESS ,min
ess /E

ESS ,max
ess is the min/max energy level of the ESS

and P
ESS ,ch,min

ess,MG
/P

ESS ,dch,max
ess,MG

is the max charge/discharge rate of
the ESS [30].

2.2.3 Maximum power flow in feeders

|||Pbr ,t ,MG

||| ≤ Pmax
br ,MG

. (21)

The constraint (21) indicates that due to the technical thermal
limitations [31] of the power lines, the power value through the
branches have to be restricted. Pbr is the power injection through
the line br and Pmax

br
is the maximum capacity of the lines.
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GHOTBABADI ET AL. 5

2.2.4 Constraint related to the voltages of buses

V min
b

≤ V
b,t ≤ V max

b
. (22)

The constraint (22) indicates that the voltage values of the
buses should be restricted within their max/min values. Also,
V min

b
/V max

b
is the min/max values of voltages of the buses.

2.2.5 Constraint related to the EV fleets

𝜉EV ,ch
ev,t ,MG

+ 𝜉EV ,dch
ev,t ,MG

+ 𝜉EV ,id
ev,t ,MG

= 𝜉ev,t ,MG , (23)

P
EV ,ch,min

ev,MG
≤ P

EV ,ch
ev,t ,MG

≤ P
EV ,ch,max

ev,MG
, (24)

P
EV ,dch,min

ev,MG
≤ P

EV ,dch
ev,t ,MG

≤ P
EV ,dch,max

ev,MG
, (25)

EEV
ev,t = E

EV ,ini
ev,t +

t∑
m′=1

⎛⎜⎜⎝
𝜉EV ,ch

ev,t P
EV ,ch

ev,m′
𝜂EV ,ch

ev

−𝜉EV ,dch
ev,t P

EV ,dch

ev,m′
𝜂EV ,dch

ev

⎞⎟⎟⎠
−

t∑
m′=1

(
1 − 𝜉ev,m′

)
E

EV ,req

ev,m′

, (26)

E
EV ,min
ev,t ≤ EEV

ev,t ≤ E
EV ,max
ev,t . (27)

Since the PEVs exchange energy with electrical grid by
V2G technology, Equation (23) is necessary to determine
the mode of operation. 𝜁EV ,ch

ev , 𝜁EV ,dch
ev , 𝜁EV ,id

ev are binary
variables indicate the status of EVs if they are in charging
mode, discharging mode or idle mode, respectively. In (24) and
(25) the restrictions over the charging P

EV ,ch
ev and discharging

power P
EV ,dch

ev of the EVs are represented, respectively. Also,
P

EV ,ch,min
ev /P

EV ,ch,max
ev is the min/max charging power of the

EVs and P
EV ,dch,min

ev /P
EV ,dch,max

ev is the min/max discharging
power of the EVs. Constraint (26) defines the energy balance of
EVs’ fleets. EEV

ev is the energy level of EVs’ batteries, E
EV ,ini
ev

is the initial energy level of the batteries, 𝜂EV ,ch
ev /𝜂EV ,dch

ev is
the charging/discharging efficiencies of the EVs’ batteries and

E
EV ,req
ev is the required energy for EVs in fleet ev to drive [32].

Also, constraint (27) defines the hourly energy level of the EV
fleets. In addition to the above constraints, beginning and final
energy level of the batteries should be equal and it is assumed
the EVs are fully charged at the start of their first travel.

3 BLOCKCHAIN BASED DATA
TRANSMISSION FRAMEWORK

This section is dedicated to the definition of blockchain tech-
nology and the studied data security framework. As it was men-
tioned earlier, the NMG is an interconnected structure between

FIGURE 1 Structure of data block

a number of MGs that support each other and the whole sys-
tem as well. Due to the interconnected feature of the NMG, the
MGs need to have data exchange with each other and the cen-
tral control and management unit. In this regard, an appropriate
data transaction framework should be provided to guarantee the
security and reliability of data exchange process.

Blockchain is basically a secure and decentralized framework
in which all the nodes of the system are connected together.
This technology is against this backdrop that the data could
be transmitted to a central unit and then broadcasted to all the
nodes of the system, similar to the performance of the systems
so-called “supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)”.
Such systems, however, put the system at the risk and are
highly vulnerable to data attacks since only one particular unit is
responsible to receive, process and broadcast the data across the
system. In such system if the central unit got attacked, this could
affect the entire system and might disrupt the whole perfor-
mance in case of serious attacks. In this regard, some researchers
declared that it would be well worth if every node in the system
broadcast its own information to the other nodes in a decen-
tralized manner. This eliminates a particular central unit in the
system and, in turn, diminishes the risk of noneligible accesses.
In this architecture, each node of the system creates its own data
blocks and transmits them to the other nodes. These data blocks
are sealed with hash addresses (HAs) and signed by a private key
which is unique for the creator. Nodes of the system can access
to the data blocks by using their public key. Figure 1 depicts the
illustrative representation of the structure of a data block. As can
be seen, the data block comprises different parts, two of which
are the current HA and previous HA. This figure also shows
two consecutive data blocks which are sent at t and t + i where i

varies from case to case and depends on the preferences of the
system’s agent. This actually indicates the time period between
two sequential data transactions. It is evident that the current
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6 GHOTBABADI ET AL.

FIGURE 2 Implementation of blockchain in NMG

HA of the data block sent at t is considered as the previous HA
of the data block sent at t+i. such feature create a cyclic form
over the data blocks and enhances the security of the data trad-
ing, since if the HA manipulated due to any reason, the receiver
recognizes the difference by doing a simple and rational com-
parison. Figure 2 shows the implementation of the blockchain
architecture on the studied NMG. It is evident that each one of
the agents (MGs) broadcast its own information through a data
block. The data blocks formed a blockchain and the agents can
access to the blocks. No central data management unit exists
and the security of data trading is enhanced remarkably.

It is crystal clear that the blockchain performance heavily
links to the small volume of data. However, in case of big data
transactions, things might be changed due to the high number
of generation/consumption units. The necessity of transmit-
ting their related big data can reduce the performance of the
blockchain. In this regard, the average latency of the proposed
blockchain model is assessed using Apache JMeter version 5.1.1,
aiming to evaluate the authenticity of the studied model. The
Apache JMeter is an appropriate tool for performance evalua-
tion of different applications [35]. A proper simulation in the
Apache JMeter over a range of users can results in obtaining
the latency of the proposed structure. Figure 3 illustrates the
average latency of the proposed structure versus the throughput
of the model. Basically, throughput implies the rate of message
prosperously delivered to the receiver through a communication

link, which is measure in Kb/sec in Jmeter tool. Figure 3 shows
that although the average latency of the structure increases as
the throughput of the system makes an upward trend, the aver-
age latency reaches to its top most which is nearly 15 ms and is
admittable for the analysis of this study in the proposed NMGs.

4 STOCHASTIC MODELING BASED
ON UT METHOD

In this section, the stochastic modelling based on the UT
method is represented. As previously mentioned, the uncer-
tainty associated with the output power of the wind turbines
and their correlation effect on each other needs to be prop-
erly modelled. Among the estimate method, this is the only
method (to the best of authors’ knowledge), which can han-
dle the correlated uncertainty. It means that none of the meth-
ods can make a good approximation about the correlation, but
rather would ignore its effect and focus on the self-randomness
or uncertainty. This is not a real case for the wind turbines, since
the wind speed and direction changes when hitting a wind tur-
bine in a wind farm. Therefore, the next wind unit may expe-
rience a changed (affected) wind speed and direction different
from the previous neighbouring one. The UT method as a key
element has shown superior advantages in terms of simplicity
and accuracy compared to the Monte Carlo and scenario based
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GHOTBABADI ET AL. 7

FIGURE 3 Latency of the proposed blockchain based architecture

method [33] which need high number of samples for modelling.
Also, in contrary to the proposed methods as well as point esti-
mate approach, the UT method is able to model the correla-
tion among wind turbines, which makes this method worth of
usage [26]. The UT definition begins with assuming a nonlinear
function A = f (B) where A is the vector of stochastic outputs
and B is the vector of stochastic inputs. Assume B includes m
number of uncertain parameters with length of m, mean value
of 𝜔B and covariance of QB . Symmetric elements of QB indi-
cate the uncertain parameters and the non-symmetric elements
reveal two related parameters. In a problem with m number of
uncertain variable, the UT method solves a problem for 2m + 1
times for modelling the uncertainty. The following steps should
be carried out for finding the mean value and covariance of the
output A.

Step 1: firstly, 2m+ 1 samples are calculated from the uncer-
tain input data as follows:

B0 = 𝜁B , (28)

B𝜅 = 𝜁B +

(√
m

1 − 𝜒
QB

)
𝜅

∀𝜅 ∈ Ω𝜅 , (29)

B𝜅+m = 𝜁B −

(√
p

1 − 𝜒
QB

)
𝜅

∀𝜅 ∈ Ω𝜅, (30)

where𝜒is the weight of the mean value 𝜁B . The symbol 𝜒 shows
the weighting factor assigned to the deterministic framework
which is determined manually based on the experience of the
decision-maker and uncertainty level of the system. In order
words, the mean of the uncertain parameters has the highest
probability in a normal distribution function which roots in the
historical recording data of the uncertain parameter. Moreover,

TABLE 1 Comparison between different uncertainty modelling methods

Methods Accuracy Complexity Correlation

Scenario-based Low High ×

Cloud High Low ×

Point estimate method (PEM) Medium Medium ×

UT High Medium ✓

the decision maker can decide to change this value depending
on the new values of the uncertain parameters and their differ-
ences with their forecast values.

Step 2: for each sample point, a weighting factor need to be
obtained as follows:

𝜁𝜅
B
=

1 − 𝜒

2m
∀𝜅 ∈ Ω𝜅. (31)

The sum of the weights must be 1.

Step 3: the 2m + 1 input samples are imposed to the pro-
posed nonlinear function and 2m + 1 output samples
will be obtained.

Step 4: finally, the covariance (QA) and mean value of out-
put samples (𝜁A) as follows:

𝜁A =
∑
𝜅∈Ω𝜅

𝜁𝜅
Bf𝜅, (32)

QA =
∑
𝜅∈Ω𝜅

𝜁𝜅
B

(f𝜅 − 𝜁B )
(
f𝜅 − 𝜁B

)T
. (33)

Also, Table 1 compares four different uncertainty modelling
methods from the perspective of accuracy, complexity and cor-
relation. It shows that the UT method provides high accuracy
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8 GHOTBABADI ET AL.

while imposing medium complexity to the system and is capa-
ble of modelling the correlation effect between the uncertain
factors which is unattainable by the others.

5 OPTIMIZATION METHOD: FLOWER
POLLINATION ALGORITHM

In this section, the FPA as an effective and powerful optimiza-
tion method for solving the studied stochastic operation model
of the NMG is provided and is discussed in detail.

Generally speaking, the FPA is a bio-inspired optimization
algorithm which was firstly introduced based on the pollination
process of flowers. Two different forms have been founded for
the pollination process including abiotic and biotic forms. In
contrary to the former, the latter form needs carriers (animals)
for handling the pollens conveyance. Some carriers prefer
some special plants for carrying out the pollination process
and ignore the other species which is called flower constancy
[27]. The flower constancy brings two main advantages for
both the flowers and carriers: 1) this will increase the chance
of reproduction of that particular flower and 2) the carriers
do not need much effort to find new species for doing the
pollination process and this is an optimum option from their
perspectives. Basically, the pollination can be achieved by two
different ways including self-pollination and cross-pollination.
The cross-pollination is a process in which the pollens of a
flower from a different plant is the main reason for pollination
process. The flying carriers play significant role in perform-
ing such pollination, hence, this can occur in long distances.
On the flip side, self-pollination is a process that fertiliza-
tion process occurs between same flowers of one particular
species. Considering the above fundamentals about the polli-
nation process, the following rules can be obtained from the
aforementioned explanations and are the foundations of the
FPA:

Rule #1: the biotic and cross-pollination are defined as the
global pollination.

Rule #2: the abiotic and self-pollination are defined as the
local pollination.

Rule #3: flower constancy can be represented by the simi-
larity of two flowers.

Rule #4: a switch probability p ∈ [0, 1] can be defined
which controls the local and global pollinations. Due
to some reasons, the local pollination is more probable
to occur considering the p value. The algorithm starts
with producing a random number of flower/pollens;
each one can be a solution. Equation (34) shows a global
search, drawn from both the first rule and flower con-
stancy.

xiter+1
f

= xiter
f
+ L

(
xiter

f
+ siter

best

)
. (34)

In the above equation, xiter
f

is a solution at iteration iter, L is

step size of the flying carrier roles as the pollinator and siter
best

is the

FIGURE 4 FPA flowchart

best solution candidate among generated candidates at that par-
ticular iter. L can be obtained from levy distribution as follows:

L ∼
𝜆Γ (𝜆) sin(𝜋𝜆∕2)

𝜋

1
s1+𝜆

(s > 0), (35)

where Γ(𝜆)is the standard gamma function and 𝜆 is typically 1.5.
According to the definition of the second rule and constancy
flower, the following equation which is a local search would be
achieved:

xiter+1
f

= xiter
f
+ 𝜀

(
xiter

k
− xiter

k′

)
(36)

xiter
k

and xiter
k′

are pollens from different flowers of the same
species. The pollination can occur in both local and global
pollinations. To have this definition, rule four and a switch
probability p is defined and the pollination can be switched
from one to another. In this work, the proposed multi-objective
operation management problem is solved using the FPA
method which has shown superior advantages in terms of
accuracy, convergence rate and CPU time compared to some
of the well-known metaheuristic algorithm such as particle
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GHOTBABADI ET AL. 9

FIGURE 5 The proposed test system for assessing the model performance [17]

swarm optimization (PSO), hybrid PSO, modified PSO, genetic
algorithm (GA), firefly algorithm (FA), gravitational search
algorithm (GSA), artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm etc.
[28, 36]. Figure 4 depicts the flowchart of the proposed
FPA.

6 SIMULATION RESULTS

This section is dedicated to the performance analysis of the
studied framework. The proposed stochastic operation man-
agement model is implemented on a 69-bus test NMGs which
includes four different MGs that are connected together. The
simulation took almost 120 s and is performed using MATLAB
software on a desktop computer with 3.4 GHz processor and
32 GB of RAM. The illustrative representation of the tested
model is depicted in Figure 5. Each one of the MGs comprises
different DG units, locations of which are shown in Figure 5.
The studied NMG has also three electric vehicle fleets which
can travel from one MG to another. Fleets number 1, 2 and 3
travel between buses 4–37, 53-27 and 13–49, respectively. The
details of the fleets are represented in Tables 2 and 3. As it is
evident from Figure 5, the MGs are connected together through
the dashed lines. Other system data are drawn from [34]. As it
was previously mentioned, the tested NMG consists of differ-
ent DG units, the characteristics of which including the cost
coefficient, capacity limits and start-up and shut-down costs are

TABLE 2 PEV fleet journey features

Primary journey Next journey

Departure Arrival Departure Arrival

Fleet No# Time Bus Time Bus Time Bus Time Bus

1 7:00 5 9:00 33 16:00 33 18:00 5

2 9:00 52 10:00 23 19:00 23 20:00 52

3 9:00 12 10:00 47 14:00 47 15:00 12

TABLE 3 The features of the PEVs

Capacity (kWh) Charge/discharge rate (kW)

Fleet number Min Max Min Max

1 263 1973 7.3 496

2 219 1644 7.3 292

3 210 1812 7.3 313

expressed in Table 4. Two main case studies are provided to
assess the performance of the studied model:

1. Analysis of Blockchain based data transaction model
2. Analysis of energy transaction in the studied NMGs

Each one will be discussed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2.
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10 GHOTBABADI ET AL.

TABLE 4 Characteristics of the DGs in the networked microgrid (D:
Dispatchable, ND: Non-dispatchable)

Unit

Cost

coefficient

($/kWh)

Min–

Maxcapacity

(kW)

ON/OFF

costs

WindUnit1 1.0744 0–1600 0

WindUnit2 1.074 0–1920 0

PV 2.436 0–2300 0

FuelCell 0.287 90,1400 0.88

MicroTurbine1 0.466 120,1500 1.76

MicroTurbine2 0.466 120,1700 1.76

Battery – −200,+2000 0

Utility – 500,2500 –

TABLE 5 Structure of data block for MG 1 at t = 10 and 11 in scenario 1

Block for MG 1

t = 10 T = 11

Previous HA Previous HA

dd24faa16c3d55ee93ae2e39bb15face Eef194bc6aa295ccdefae77bf6a13bb

Current HA Current HA

Eef194bc6aa295ccdefae77bf6a13bb 13d9faeb2911ffcceef64be2411fecab

Output power (KW) Price ($/KWh) Output power (KW) Price ($/KWh)

1900 13 3400 15

6.1 Analysis of blockchain based data
transaction model

In this section, the data transaction framework based on the
blockchain technology is assessed. As it was mentioned before,
the MGs transact data through the blockchain by using data
blocks sealed and signed by each agent. In this analysis, it is
assumed that the data blocks are sealed by the HAs which are
32-bit compounded words using the hash function SHA-256,
consisting of numbers and letters {0-9, A-F} [18]. The HA
function generates random HAs for each data transaction pro-
cess. Hence, unauthorized access or data manipulation will be
immediately recognized as soon as the receiver starts process-
ing the received data block. Tables 5 and 6 show the structure

TABLE 6 Structure of data block for MG 4 at t = 15 and 16 in scenario 2

Block for MG 4

t = 15 T = 16

Previous HA Previous HA

efecabaaefdaeff39ab26188aafbea31 abfe491abbeef81779abeff57abeff992

Current HA Current HA

bfe491abbeef81779abeff57abeff992 11589feab365711cc663951bbeeefac2

Output power (KW) Price ($/KWh) Output power (KW) Price ($/KWh)

1450 5 2050 8

of data block for MG1 and MG 4, respectively. The structure of
the blocks is determined for two consecutive hours to show the
dependency of the HAs. It can be seen that the MG 1 has gen-
erated 1900 kW power at t = 10 and is able to sell its additional
power for 13 $/KWh. These values are changed to 3400 kW
and 15 $/KWh at t = 11 and are accessible for the other agents.
Also, Table 6 shows the data block of MG 4 at t = 15 and 16 in
the second scenario. The output power of the MG 4 is 1450 kW
for t = 15 and the additional power is sold at 5 $/KWh. At
t = 16, the MG 4 has increased it generation by 43.38% and
sold its additional power for 15 $/KWh. These values are vis-
ible for agents and inform them to buy or sell their power if
they are willing to. In addition, such secure platform could act
as a supportive system for V2G of vehicles by exchanging data
among the agents and inform them from the EVs status, avail-
able power etc.

6.2 Analysis of energy transaction in the
studied NMGs

Figure 6 shows the considered wind turbine power pattern. To
better highlight the performance of the represented model, two
different scenarios are considered which will be discussed in
detail. Details of the scenarios are defined in Table 7. These
scenarios mainly focus on the effect assessment of the storage
system and DG units on the operation of the NMG. In the first
scenario, storage system is neglected, but the DG units can be
either in operational mode or non-operational mode to see if
this influences the performance of the NMGs. In the second
scenario, all units are activated in the system which brings the
highest availability in the system.

The output generated power of the units is depicted in Fig-
ure 7 for the first scenario within the 24 h daily horizon. Here
the units can operate in the non-operational mode, which is
obvious during early hours of the day. On the other hand, fuel
cell and micro turbines started producing power after t= 8. This
reveals that the system is more tended to supply its demand
from the main electricity grid between h = 1 and 8 due to its
lower price compared to the MGs’ power units. In the second
scenario, the storage system is activated and it is expected to play
a promising role in the system. Figure 8 illustrates the output
generated power of the units in the second scenario. The power
units are lest operated, specially the fuel cell unit, due to the
presence of the storage system. Also, due to the zero cost coef-
ficient of the storage system and its promising ability in stor-
ing energy, the storage system is more tended to be used in the
operation problem. In this regard, the system prefers the stor-
age unit to be charged during low-price hours and discharged
during high-price hours, especially in the middle of the day. This
cost effective approach can significantly reduce the operation
cost of the system.

Performance analysis of the EV fleets is also worth of expla-
nation. In this regard, Figure 9 is depicted to show the charg-
ing or discharging status of the EV fleets through the opera-
tion horizon. The negative values indicate the discharging mode
and the positive values define the charging mode of the EVs.
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GHOTBABADI ET AL. 11

FIGURE 6 Wind turbine output power pattern

TABLE 7 Scenarios definition

Storage system DGs

First scenario Out-of-service Either operational or non-operational
mode

Second scenario Activated Either operational or non-operational
mode

It is crystal clear that the third EV fleet is more employed in
the system compared to the others. Hence, some explanations
are needed here. Compared to the fleet number 1, EV fleet 3 is
more available in the system, since EV fleet 1 spends 4 h in this
day on the road to arrive at its destination. On the other hand,
the availability of the third EV fleet is two times higher than

the first one which persuades the system to use the third fleet
more. In comparison with the second EV fleet, fleet number 3
has higher capacity and charging/discharging rate which makes
this fleet more applicable and useable in the system.

To better show the performance of the studied model, the
stochastic analysis of the model should be analysed as well. As
mentioned earlier, the performance of the NMGs are surely
affected by the uncertainty factors in the system including the
energy prices, load demands, electric vehicles, output power of
renewable energy sources and more importantly, the correla-
tion effect among the wind generation units. The effect of these
factors should be assessed which is shown in Figure 10 which
clearly indicates a comparison between the stochastic and deter-
ministic analysis of the studied model in all scenarios. It can
be seen that the total values of the objective function in the

FIGURE 7 Power output of the units in the first scenario
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12 GHOTBABADI ET AL.

FIGURE 8 Power output of the units in the second scenario

FIGURE 9 Injection or consumption power of the EV fleets

stochastic analysis for all scenarios are more than the amount
of the deterministic framework. The additional cost is the cost
imposed to the system due to the errors of forecasting the afore-
mentioned uncertainty factors.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper basically concentrates on proposing a reliability ori-
ented optimal operation management of NMGs in a correlated
environment. Considering the correlation environment among
the WTs of the NMG, the UT method as an effective approach
was employed to handle the uncertainties of the NMG and
specifically the correlation effect of WTs. The MGs are able
to transact energy and data with each other aiming to supply
their own demand and also get some credit by selling their addi-
tional power. Different DG units including WT, PV, micro tur-

bine, storage system and fuel cell is considered in the NMG.
Also, three different EV fleets are modelled in the system to
make the model more realistic. To show the effectiveness of
the model, different case studies are provided to analyse the
authenticity of the work. The proposed method uses two key
approaches: 1) unscented transform and 2) FPA. The first one
is used for modelling the uncertainty. UT is an approximate
method which needs the PDF of the uncertain parameter to
handle the randomness in the cost function. The main advan-
tage of this method is the ability of modelling the correlated
uncertainty with just the first few moments of the PDF. The dis-
advantage of this method is the need for the PDF which might
not be available for the random variables with limited histori-
cal data. For the FPA, it is a heuristic method which can solve
any complex optimization method without making any assump-
tion. The main advantage of this method is its compatibility with
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GHOTBABADI ET AL. 13

FIGURE 10 Stochastic and deterministic analysis of the NMGs

any type of optimization problem, regardless of the type, dis-
crete, continuous etc. The disadvantage of this method comes
around the random nature of the search process which is com-
mon among all evolving optimization algorithms. Having con-
sidered the proposed case studies, it was seen that one scenario
in which the DGs are allowed to be switched on/off beside the
utilization of storage system was the most reasonable and prof-
itable scenario since the storage could be charged during low
price hours and discharged during high price-hours. In fact, the
storage system caused some of the expensive generation unis to
be switched off and by turning off such DGs, the total opera-
tion cost of the system was remarkably reduced. Security of data
trading was also pursued in this paper by using blockchain tech-
nology. It was seen that through this method, the data related to
the MGs could be transmitted securely without getting affected
by any malicious third party. This secure platform could also
support the EVs by providing a reliable environment for trans-
mitting their information since they travel between the agents.
To better highlight the studied model, both deterministic and
stochastic frameworks of the studied model were assessed. For
future scope of this work, the smart grid can also be consid-
ered as another agent in the study or the data security of multi-
micogrids in multi area framework and how they negotiate over
the energy they need can also be investigated in future works.
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